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The value of time.
Introducing Timesheet Mobile by Wagepoint: 
Making time and attendance tracking easy. 
Built exclusively for your small business.
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Wagepoint is simple payroll software built just for 
small businesses and backed by the world’s 
friendliest team.

Our online software was created just for small 
businesses, automating the most 
time-consuming parts of payroll so that our 
customers can get back to doing literally 
anything else. 

About Wagepoint.
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About Timesheet Mobile.
Timesheet Mobile is an easy-to-use time & attendance 
app built just for small businesses. Our software uses 
the most accurate and dependable location 
technology to help small businesses manage their 
workforce and includes nimble-yet-powerful features 
like scheduling, project checklists and team 
messaging. 

As a huge fan of saving, well, time, Timesheet Mobile 
easily syncs with Wagepoint, as well as other payroll 
and accounting platforms, to seamlessly integrate 
your business and your books, all in one. We’re happy 
to call small businesses in healthcare, construction, 
transportation and more in over 30 countries our 
customers and friends. 
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Anastasia Valentine
Chief Revenue Officer 

Scaler of organizations, Anastasia is 
well-versed in high tech, leading the 
charge to innovate, commercialize, 

market and sell amazing technology 
solutions. She’s also a strong advocator 

for women in STEM, education and 
entrepreneurship, and a knitting 
machine… anyone need a scarf?

Bob Drainville 
Director of Time

Solving small business problems is 
Bob’s passion. Automating daily 

mundane tasks is his calling. 
Building a team to accomplish the 

above makes him happy. As 
Director of Time, Bob does all of the 

above and applies his 20 years of 
experience to develop and deliver 
innovative products and solutions.

Ryan MacDougall 
Product Marketer

 As our resident Wagepoint Product 
Expert, Ryan applies his wealth of 
knowledge to create extraordinary 

learning experiences for our 
customers and partner community. 

He also helps us gain the 
competitive edge and optimizes our 

marketing and sales processes.
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It pays for itself!
Did you know? Most customers enjoy a savings of at least 3X the cost of their time tracking service.

● Admin hours are shifted into focusing on your genius work — and your business!
● Compliance is automated.
● Reporting is accurate and protects both your company and your employees.
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Top 3 time tracking challenges

Accuracy

Inaccurate time 
reporting costs 

businesses money.

Compliance

Payroll processes, job 
costing and approvals 
are error-prone when 

they are manual or 
aren’t integrated.

Communication

Timely communication 
and sharing information 

as it happens means 
better alignment and 

delivery from your 
organization. 
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Poll

● Not accurate
● Somewhat accurate
● Very accurate
● Perfect

How accurate are your employees and contractors at 
punching in and out?
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Ease of use,
for everybody.
People like to do what they know. Things 
that people have to do every single day 
need to be made easy.

Time & attendance logging and tracking 
is no different.

Employees, contractors and employers 
need to work with devices they know like 
mobile phones or kiosks with an 
easy-to-use time and attendance 
experience.

“We used to have someone manually entering handwritten timecards and it took 8 hours 
every payroll for them to do that. Now it’s a 30 minute process.”

Jacob Gadbois, Masters Touch Design Build
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Poll
● Web browser
● Kiosk
● Smartphone app
● Manual timesheets

What methods of time entry do you currently use?
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Poll

● 1
● 2-10
● 11-25
● 26+

How many locations do you have?
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Keep track of what’s 
happening on location.
Make sure your employees are where 
they’re expected to be to meet your 
service level agreements.

Provide guidance of what your 
employees need to accomplish with 
easy-to-use checklists.

Chat style communications within the 
app allow employees and employers to 
communicate with ease.

This ensures everyone is on the same 
page, knows what is expected.  
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Poll

● Yes
● No

Do you need to verify an employee is at a certain work 
location?
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Stay up to date with 
alerts and notifications.
Small businesses owners can’t be in all 
places at once, especially when your 
employees may or may not be within 
view.

Alerts and notifications quickly enable 
you to respond to changes that need 
your prompt attention like late for shift, 
overtime, no punch out and more.

These could be related to employee 
behaviour or service level agreements 
with clients.
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Poll

● On the road from location to location
● Working in different fixed locations
● Different sites based on their current project

Are your employees “on the road” for their work or at a 
single location?
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Everything integrated.
Having technology work for you enables 
you to focus on your genius work and 
your business.

Look for solutions that integrate to 
reduce any manual calculations, 
optimize for compliance and 
consistency.

Time & attendance solutions should 
always link with your favourite payroll 
and accounting software (like PB & J).

“Using Timesheet Mobile, the time it took to reconcile weekly timesheets was 
reduced from several weeks down to 1-2 days.”

Keith Ross, Maryland State Board of Elections
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Timesheet Mobile in action

Time & attendance Scheduling Timesheet reports Time off

Easily clock in and out with 
geofence time tracking and 

auto-clock in.

Create schedules in minutes with our 
drag and drop and auto-schedule 

features.

View, approve and edit timesheet 
reports.

Schedule time off and get access 
to reports that are readily available 

for viewing.

Project checklists Team messaging Alerts Integrations

Assign tasks for employees to 
complete during their shift.

Allow your team to collaborate on 
projects in four languages. 

Receive notifications for 
overtime, geofence alerts, task 
completion and late clock-ins.

Save time and import your 
payroll and accounting details.
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3 ways for employees to enter Time 

Web Entry Kiosk with Facial 
recognition

Smartphone App
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Time via web entry
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Time via kiosk
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Time and location via smartphone app
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Wagepoint Employee Import Wizard
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Create a 30-day free trial account 
with Timesheet Mobile account 
before June 30, 2022 to be entered 
to win an Apple iPad of your choice 
valued up to $500. Win-win!

*Subject to contest rules and/or promotional restrictions. Apple Ipad giveaway is only open to new Timesheet 
Mobile sign ups - see contest rules for more details.* 

Sign up for Timesheet 
Mobile to win!

http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win
http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win
http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win
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Sign up for a 30-day FREE TRIAL with Timesheet 
Mobile and be entered into a draw to win an Apple 
iPad of your choice valued up to $500* 

Q&A
Don’t forget!

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to with any questions.
events@wagepoint.com

Questions?

*Subject to contest rules and/or promotional restrictions. Apple Ipad 
giveaway is only open to new Timesheet Mobile sign ups - see contest 
rules for more details.* 

http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win
mailto:events@wagepoint.com
http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win
http://info.wagepoint.com/sign-up-for-timesheet-mobile-to-win

